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1. Title of the Project:
Inclusión de niñas y niños con discapacidad física y mental en el Programa Tierra de
Niños.

2. Responsible Organisation:
Asociación para la Niñez y su Ambiente (ANIA)

3. Location:
Lima, Perú

4. Period:
April - August 2008

5. Report elaborated for:
Miguel A. Huatuco Aldazábal.
Coordinator of the Project

6. Name of the legal representative of the institution:
Joaquín Leguía Orezzoli
Executive Director of ANIA

7. General assessment

In the project take part three families that have a daughter or son with physical
disability. Each family has granted a space inside their home to create a Children's Land
and has compromised with the project.

Family: Toroya Salazar
Children's Land: “El Jardín de los Niños y la Paz”

Family: Heredia Gono
Children's Land: “Mi Pedacito de Cielo”

Family: Zambrano Guzmán
Children's Land: To be stablish
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8. Activities Implemented

ü Families’ Letters
It asked the families selected to write a letter requesting and accepting the
project, thus showing their commitment to work together with ANIA.
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ü Letter Response
ANIA responded the letters of each family. The response motivated the families
to continue with the activities of the project.

ü Delivery of Ania’s Kits
The Kits are the basic tools to work the project and contain a cotton duck bag, a
children’s land video, two children’s land manuals (one for adults and one for
children), the three Ania’s short stories, Ania’s doll and a set of stickers.
The families read the short stories and reflected about the enemies, values and
mission of Ania.
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ü Diagnosing my Planet
Children and their families made a list of things they like and they dislike about
the world in which we live. Then, through magazine clippings, the families do a
Collage of this list. Finally, the pages 10, 11. 12 and 13 of the manual were read
and reflected.
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ü Explorer’s Notebook
The explorer’s notebook was started as a tool to work with the children in their
Children’s Land. This notebook keeps records of the meetings, their content,
progress and agreements of the project.

ü Improving my Planet
From the diagnosis developed, children observed and reflected about the
images what they like and dislike about the world we live, and then raised
alternative solutions that they can perform at home. These alternatives were
annotated in the explorer’s notebook. Finally, the pages 14, 15, 16 and 17 of
the manual were read.

ü Children’s Land Birthday File
The Children’s Land Birthday file contains the name of the person responsible,
the family name, the name of the Children’s Land and the commitments.
The files were stuck in their respective explorer’s notebooks.
Maria Ximena and his family chose the garden inside their house as the place
for her Children’s Land and gave it the name of "El Jardín de los Niños y la Paz".
Deborah and her family chose the second floor balcony as the place for her
Children’s Land and gave it the name of "Mi Pedacito de Cielo”.
Finally, Andre and his family chose the garden inside their house and had not
decided a name yet.
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ü Children’s Land Posters
The children and their families made posters with the name of their projects
using wood, paints and brushes. The posters were hung in their Children’s
Lands.

ü Children’s Land Vision
The children began their visions as a draft. Then, the visions were completed
and defined with their families and retouched by a cartoonist. Finally, the pages
20, 24, 25 and 26 of the manual were read.
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ü Delivery of the Cultivation Tables.
The cultivation tables were delivered to each family with a set of farming tools
and a bag of prepared land. They were also informed about the purpose of the
table and how they can use it in the project. Finally, the pages 31 and 32 of the
manual were read.
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ü Sowing on the Cultivation Tables
It was the first experience of planting on the cultivation tables. The Tordoya
family wanted to start with seed of corn and beans because it is something
they know. The Heredia family wanted to have plants of many colors, so they
transplanted several New Guineas. Finally, the pages 37 and 38 of the manual
were read.

9. Challenges and Achievements

• The planning of activities is performed and readjusted every month because is
necessary take into account the progress and the results of the previous
activities. In this first experience is difficult to make a longer planning.

• The executed activities have successful results. The families have shown
interest and have reaffirmed their commitment to the project. Also, they have
complied with the most of the agreements annotated in the explorer’s
notebooks.

• The holidays and school holidays have not allowed the project continue as
planned. Both factors must take into account in the future for better
coordination.
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